
DOMESTICATING CHILDHOOD – EXHIBITION OF ESZTER KINGA DELI 

 

To domesticate something you have to look into its eyes. You must go close, look for the eye contact and stand 

the wild, dangerous gaze. For me this exhibition is about gazes, eyes, even when its about the lack of them. 

There was a time when Eszter used to paint on mirrors. Lately, she interprets her child's drawings onto canvas 

with embroidery technique. Being personal is her ars poetica, with Louise Bourgeois she states: only the 

personal is interesting. This is how the venue becomes part of the message, too: CEU isn't just the spot of the 

exhibition, it's also her place of work where she's in daily contact with her students and colleagues. It is an 

issue in this case because her pictures are talking about the most vulnerable point of her personal history: the 

childhood. We all had childhood, we all used to draw, perhaps for some of us that was the last time we did it. 

An extremely personal and completely collective layer is touched in us here. Sensitive point, we can say. 

 

There are seven pieces in a wild, airy space. They don't melt into a shapeless mental picture in our mind; they 

remain as individuals, strengthening each other's impact by their synergy. They're all looking for eye contact, 

having questions to ask and stories to tell. The rabbit of Alice, looking worried and warning. It's time, he says. If 

we get closer, we can see ourselves in his watch glass. In this context, he was given the role of the gatekeeper. 

Follow him and don't forget, Wonderland is a dangerous place. Rainbow Girl's first impression can even be 

scary. But spend some time with her and you will realize that she just wants to gain attention through her 

rough image. She's an urban Daphne: has grown the cortex of self-defense. If she gets a little care, she will 

reveal interesting things just as her heart is completely uncovered. Her far relative is the lively hero of the Aria. 

His character is airy and flowing, his silhouette isn't completely solid, but does it even matter? He's white on 

white, he's after a star with full drive, of course, nothing else exists for him. That's the way of being purposive. It 

complicates the picture if you're not the only one in it. When more characters appear, the small marks of the 

relationship between them becomes important: whether the doll lets herself being led by her company, 

whether the encounter will happen between the therapist and the doll. Maybe the Infant is the most powerful 

picture of the seven. Two techniques meet: a painted portrait is fancy-worked with the third dimension of 

embroidery. Still, the flesh-colour appears rather to uncover than hide the face and the left arm. And this is the 

heavy part: dividing the true self and the debris of the roles pulled on us. Can we ever be sure whether we’re 

actually unfolding or veiling something? While the Infant is still asking, the Fallen Angel is mulling in silence 

whether facing the ground is the reason or the consequence of isolation. This is how the lack of eye-contact 

adds to the looks of the other characters. 

 

At this point I should say: so I open the exhibition but this wouldn’t be correct. I just said a few associations 

that came up while I was looking at these artworks. You will open the exhibition, when you get in dialogue with 

the characters hanging around, and take the time of taming, and then you take home the print of this time. So 

know it’s time for me to be silent and let you open this exhibition. 

 

 

Illés Molnár literary critic, poet 


